TOPIC PLAN

• EDUCATION SYSTEM
• SCHOOL YEAR
• SCHOOL DAY
EDUCATION SYSTEM

• PRE-SCHOOL EDUCATION STARTS AT THE AGE OF 3 WHEN CHILDREN START KINDERGARTEN
• WHEN THEY ARE 6 YEARS OLD THEY USUALLY GO TO ELEMENTARY SCHOOL UNTIL THE AGE OF 15
• THERE ARE NINE GRADES WHICH ARE COMPULSORY (POVINNÉ)
• AFTER THAT THEY USUALLY CONTINUE AT THE HIGH SCHOOL, GRAMMAR SCHOOL OR VOCATIONAL STUDIES (UČŇÁK)
• THE BEST STUDENTS CONTINUE AT THE UNIVERSITY, THEY STUDY THREE YEARS FOR BACHELOR DEGREE AND TWO YEARS FOR MASTER DEGREE
JOB AND EDUCATION

• YOU NEED TO STUDY DIFFERENT SCHOOLS FOR DIFFERENT JOBS

• AFTER FINISHING VOCATIONAL STUDIES YOU CAN BE A HAIRDRESSER, BUILDER, ELECTRICIAN, SHOP ASSISTANT, PLUMBER, COOK, CHEF

• WHEN YOU FINISH HIGH SCHOOL YOU CAN WORK IN SERVICES SUCH AS TRAVEL AGENT’S, BANK, RESTAURANT, OFFICE AND SO ON

• TO BE A DOCTOR, LAWYER, TEACHER, ARCHITECT, MANAGER OR VET YOU HAVE TO STUDY GRAMMAR SCHOOL AND THEN THE UNIVERSITY
School Year

- Starts on the 1st of September and finishes on the 30th of June
- Is divided into two terms (pololetí)
- At the end of each term you get a school report where you find your marks, it is information for you and your parents about how well you have done at school during the school year, which subjects you are good at and which you are bad at
- During the school year there are some days off such as autumn holidays, Christmas holidays, spring break, Easter holidays and public holidays of course
- At the end of the school year there is summer holidays which is two months long children usually visit grandparents, go to a camp or a family holiday
SCHOOL DAY

- School day starts at 8 o’clock
- Every day is different according to the timetable
- Students usually have at least 6 lessons
- Each lesson is 45 minutes long and after each lesson there is a break which is 10 minutes long
- The main break when students eat their sandwiches is 20 minutes long
SUBJECTS

There are different subjects every day.

Basic subjects at elementary school are Czech, Maths, English, Geography, History, Biology, Physics, IT, PE, Citizenship, Art, Music.
MY FAVOURITE SUBJECT IS/WAS
MY FAVOURITE TEACHER IS/WAS